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Abstract: The paper presents an experiment about modeling tools in the context of enterprise
modeling in teams. A goal modeling task was set where three teams of three persons worked with a
whiteboard, and three teams of three persons worked with a multi-touch table. The participants’ ratings
of the tool were compared between both manipulation groups. Moreover, the participants explained
their ratings in individual interviews. Results indicate that multi-touch tables can be expected to be
equally accepted by modeling teams, and uncover further potentials of the tool.
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1

Introduction

The idea of participative enterprise modeling is to involve domain experts in the modeling
process [SPS07]. To support them in collaborative modeling, suitable tools are needed. This
study compares a modern tool, the multi-touch table (MTT), to a conventional tool, the
whiteboard, to gain more insight into users’ needs in the context of participative modeling.
A whiteboard is a low-cost modeling tool that is available almost anywhere in a company. It
allows participation in the modeling process of every stakeholder. A MTT represents a more
costly tool which, however, allows for saving models digitally in order to share and edit
them later on. The question is whether the MTT is likely to be equally accepted by modelers
as is a whiteboard, such that the use of MTTs could be recommended for collaborative
modeling. According to the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), the intention to use a
technology and its actual use are influenced by perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use,
and perceived enjoyment [VB08]. This paper presents an exploratory comparison between
whiteboard and MTT for enterprise modeling in teams focusing on the following research
question: Does the MTT reach similar or better rankings for perceived usefulness, ease of
use and enjoyment than the whiteboard such that it can be expected to be equally accepted
by users in the context of participative enterprise modeling? Secondly, determinants of
these constructs are examined in order to gain concrete hints on how to support modelers.
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2

Background

According to the TAM, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use are major predictors
of the intention to use and the actual use of a technology where ease of use is an antecedent
of usefulness [VB08, Da89]. While usefulness refers to the product created by using the
technology, the process of using the technology is addressed by enjoyment. Thus, usefulness
can be considered as extrinsic motivation whereas enjoyment represents intrinsic motivation
[Da89]. The latter is an important determinant of ease of use [VB08]. Thus, all three
constructs serve in predicting the acceptance of a technology such as MTT.
The advantages of MTTs have been shown in previous studies, especially in the educational
domain [PH09, MH14], where they are appreciated by students for enabling easy sketching
and changing. Although there have already been several studies on MTT, there is still a
need for research, especially with regard to functionality (usefulness) and the design of user
interfaces (ease of use) for different kinds of tasks. Modeling tasks can take quite different
forms. [Ba13] examined teams who were modeling UML state charts either on MTT or PC.
He observed that input via touch keyboard was more laborious and time-consuming. [LW11]
compared the use of a MTT with structured interviews for assessing business processes
involving domain experts. They found that using the MTT was more fun and brought more
insights in process understanding although the ANOVA showed no significance. [Bu12]
compared MTT with flipchart and pen-and-paper equipment on brainstorming tasks. All
teams produced a similar amount of ideas, however the pen-and-paper equipment seemd
better-suited for categorizing ideas. The authors claim that the users’ assessment of a
tool was dependent on the kind of task at hand, e.g., the MTT seemed best suited for
mindmapping. Enterprise modeling comprises a variety of models, thus, it is probably
connected with different kinds of tasks. The study presented here will focus on one of these
models, questioning the suitability of a MTT for collaborative goal modeling by comparing
it to a conventional tool, i.e. a whiteboard.

3

Method

Experimental Design and Data Evaluation Method: To examine the influence of the tool
on the users’ subjective appraisal the tool was manipulated as independent variable. The
participants of the study were invited to a multimedia lab where they worked either with a
MTT or a whiteboard, based on random choice. In a group of three persons, the participants
had to draw a goal model, which is a very basic model of the 4EM method, for a pizza
delivery service. Every team had 30 minutes time to create the model. Afterwards, individual
interviews were conducted and the participants filled out a questionnaire to assess the
dependent variables. Perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use were measured using
scales by [Da89]. A scale by [DBW92] was used to measure enjoyment. The questionnaire
also contained questions about demographics and experience with modeling and MTT. In
the interviews, the participants were asked why they found the tool useful or not useful etc.
This lead to a list of advantages and disadvantages of the respective medium. Since the
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Fig. 1: Average values depicted as bars, and standard deviations of perceived usefulness, perceived
ease of use and enjoyment (items rated on a 7-point scales with 1 = lowest), separated by tool, i.e.
multi-touch table (MTT) and whiteboard (WB).

sample was too small for more sophisticated statistical analysis, only descriptive statistics
were used to explore for a possible influence of the tool on the users’ appraisal. To get
overall values of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and enjoyment, mean values of
all items of the respective scales were calculated. Afterwards, mean values of the respective
constructs were determined for all whiteboard and all MTT users separately. Qualitative
content analysis was applied to the interview transcriptions. To get a deeper understanding
of the participants’ appraisal of the tool, the interviews were scanned for statements on
reasons for their appraisals of the tool they used in the modeling session. Subsequently, the
text units were again categorized.
Sample: 18 persons took part in the study, three of them female. Three teams used the
whiteboard and three teams used the MTT, with one gender-mixed team in each group.
They were students of business information systems or computer science. In the whiteboard
group, participants were 24.9 years old on average (σ = 2.2, max = 28, min = 22), in the
MTT group, participants were 23.6 years old on average (σ = 1.9, max = 28, min = 22).
The participants came from Russia, India and Germany. The level of experience of the
4EM notation, measured with a 5-point scale with 1 representing no experience, was at 2
on average for the MTT group (σ = 1, max = 3, min = 1) and at 3.7 on average for the
whiteboard group (σ = 0.6, max = 4, min = 3). On a 5-point scale, the participants of
the MTT group estimated their experience with MTTs at an average value of 1.7 with 1
representing no experience (σ = 1.3, max = 5, min = 1).

4

Results

Figure 4 shows the average values, represented as bars, of perceived usefulness, perceived
ease of use and enjoyment, divided into MTT and whiteboard. Standard deviations can be
found above the bars.
When asked to explain their judgement on usefulness, ease of use and enjoyment of
the whiteboard or MTT, respectively, the participants named several advantages and
disadvantages of the tools of which only the most frequently named will be listed here. With
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regard to advantages of the whiteboard, six whiteboard users said that they appreciated
that changes could be easily made at the whiteboard, e.g., “What I like so much is that
you can wipe off everything, can write again” (5,1,1,63, translated from German).2 Five
whiteboard users mentioned that whiteboards were easy to handle, using them was intuitive
and simple. Five persons said that with the witeboard they got a good overview. A major
disadvantage of a whiteboard seems to be that with growing complexity models get more
confusing, as stated by four whiteboard users. Three participants criticized that models
cannot be saved. Moreover, three participants complained that changes would be hard to
make to a model. Two participants said that the space on the whiteboard was restricted.
Concerning advantages of the MTT, six of the respective participants said that the MTT
was easy to handle, e.g., “it was a lot easy. Begin easily, drag here and there, set up the links.
It was very friendly” (3,2,1,75). Furthermore, five participants appreciated that changes
could be made easily, such as deleting or moving content, with the software automatically
adapting the model. Four participants said they especially liked the touch interface. They
found it natural and easy, or they described themselves as used to it from smartphones. The
possiblity of saving and thus being able to share models was mentioned by four participants.
Three participants liked that the MTT enabled parallel working which may make the group
faster. Two persons said the MTT let them get a good overview. Two participants said, with
the MTT, one was able to build big models. Shortcomings of the software represented a
major point of criticism for the MTT. Seven participants complained about problems
with the software, e.g., when using the keyboard. This category also included missing
functions, i.e. one team would have liked a zoom function. Two participants mentioned
general problems using the MTT, e.g., “Maybe I have to get used to using this, because my
finger is so fat” (1,2,2,2).

5

Discussion

The participants of the study judged whiteboard and MTT very similarly with regard to
usefulness, ease of use and enjoyment. The MTT was very slightly rated higher. As far
as can be derived from the interviews, most participants consider both tools as easy to
handle. The touch interface seems to entail some attractiveness. Moreover, the opportunity
of parallel working at the MTT seems to be appealing. Users are aware of typical advantages
of the MTT, such as being able to share digital copies of models. The corresponding
disadvantage of the whiteboard was named by whiteboard users. Space seems to be a
challenge on both tools, however, MTT allow for intelligent software solutions that would
possibly enable appropriate space management including zooming. The study has shown
that users may be irritated or even frustrated if the software does not work properly or as
expected. Thus, companies who want to apply enterprise modeling with MTT should care
for usable and functional software that fits to their purposes as suggested by the TAM. All
in all, users seemed to be equally comfortable with a MTT as with a whiteboard leading to
the assumption that MTT will be equally accepted as a tool for participative modeling.
2 Citations from interviews are given with number of trial, number of participant, page and paragraph.
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The small sample size is one limitation of the study, however, it was considered as acceptable
fo enabling an exploratory insight into tool support for collaborative modeling. Future
studies should involve greater samples including different domains and less technophile
persons. Additionally, further models and varying model complexity must be examined.
The goal models in this study comprised at most 30 components. With growing complexity
and size of models, more shortcomings of MTT might appear. That is why the software
prototype used in this study will be improved and tested in future studies with particular
focus on space management and supporting parallel working. MTTs offer advantages in
terms of quick digitalization but they also have huge potentials with regard to participative
enterprise modeling, enabling the creation of models based on the collaboration of several
stakeholders. It might be useful if all stakeholders had a chance to participate in drawing,
possibly resulting in increased satisfaction and commitment with the model as [LW11]
already hypothesized. The connection between active participation and subjective appraisals
such as commitment with the model will also be part of future studies.
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